BRINGING
METALS ALIVE

BACKED BY SOLID FOUNDATION
METKRAFT is the newest member of The Fisher Barton Group, world industry leaders
in Materials Engineering.
Founded in 1973 as a lawn mower blade manufacturer, The Fisher Barton Group has
grown and continues to deliver performance-enhancing, innovative products to a
broad range of manufacturing needs. Since its founding, it has expanded beyond
simple metal stamping and fabrication to a diverse set of products that cater to
companies in several industries: agricultural, construction, corrugated, forestry, lawn
and garden, medical, oil & gas, aerospace, power transmission and recycling.
Combining four decades of engineering expertise with industry-leading knowledge of
the materials and processes, The Fisher Barton Group is always ready to provide
solutions to the most difﬁcult customer challenges, in order to deliver premium,
longer-lasting products.
As the latest member of the Fisher Barton Group, METKRAFT has inherited over 100
years of expertise and experience in the materials engineering sector as we are able to
tap into the strengths of each of The Fisher Barton Group companies to provide
expertise and technology from start to ﬁnish.
Present in over 78 countries, The Fisher Barton Group comprises of:
Fisher Barton Specialty Products:
Specialists in wear resistant industrial components & assemblies, a premier supplier of
heat-treated stampings, weldments, and coated knives and blades, used in the
agricultural, construction, mining and biofuels industries.
Zenith Cutter:
Premium producer of high quality industrial knives & blades.
TST:
Thermal Spray Technologies innovative engineered coating solutions, provides thermal
spray coating solutions for diverse applications.
Fisher Barton South Carolina:
The most diversiﬁed stamping facility in the southeastern United States, providing
high-volume precision metal stamping, sheet metal fabrication, robotic welding and
assemblies.

Accurate Specialties:
Largest manufacturer of centrifugally cast bronze bearings, worm gear, chill cast and
proprietary spuncast composite gear blanks in North America.
Fisher Barton Blades:
World’s leading manufacturer of lawn mower and other power blades.
Lineage Alloys:
Industry leader in manufacturing thermal spray coating powders.
Lund Precision Products, Ireland:
Europe's leading provider of high performance agricultural cutting systems.
And now METKRAFT.
The Fisher Barton Group supports each division with proper product research and
development through its Fisher Barton Technology Center - a new, state-of-the-art
materials research laboratory that houses a full range of the most up-to-date
instruments for the microscopic, chemical and mechanical analysis of metals and
other materials.

FOUNDED ON STRENGTH
The newest member in the Fisher Barton family, METKRAFT is destined to be the
premier industrial blade and wear component manufacturer in Asia.
METKRAFT has the capacity to offer end-to-end solutions. Its current specialization
includes; paper for both upstream (i.e. wood) and downstream (i.e. paper cutting, box
cutting), packaging for paper, plastic, recycling, ﬁlm, labels and corrugated materials.
With its global support, METKRAFT is able to manufacture its own branded products
and engage in direct sales to end consumers. Offering a start-to-ﬁnish expertise and
technology, METKRAFT is the one-stop solution for customized manufacturing.
METKRAFT’s link to the subsidiaries of The Fisher Barton Group empowers it to give
customers what they require; wear resistant industrial components and assemblies,
high quality industrial knives and blades, thermal spray technology, metal stamping,
research and product development in case they require specialized products.
METKRAFT is also ISO9001:2008 certiﬁed with state-of-the-art manufacturing
capabilities, including through-hardened and induction heat treating, cryogenics, laser
machining and CNC cellular manufacturing.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
METKRAFT is a comprehensive and innovative metal solutions provider with strengths no
other Asian company can match.
Superior Research and Development provided by The Fisher Barton Technology Centre
that continuously studies the physical and chemical behavior of metals and raw
materials in order to make great products.
Varied and comprehensive product lines catering either directly to customers or OEMs.
Specialty lines, customized, scalable solutions for speciﬁc needs. For customers
needing a custom solution, we utilize the talent of our innovative product development
team. We have many successful partnerships with large machine owners and dozens
of OEMs in a variety of markets.
Reputable customer base, trusted and used by
leaders in their own industries.
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